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If you live in a part of the country that has four distinct seasons, you can understand how refreshing it feels when a new season comes on. And anticipation is a very important part of the game. I look out my window today at the 7" of snow that covers my landscape. Winter's hard and it's harsh, and the words "patience" and "struggle" come to mind. I don't know how many times in my life I have thought, "Just be patient. The most valuable things in your life have been born out of struggle." And I think Mother Nature knows that, too. Yeah, it's maybe the coldest day of the year, but TODAY I regress. My thoughts wander back to the gentle warm days of last spring. 
Ah, yes...Spring: a season of surprises. 
Who, just WHO doesn't love a surprise? Each spring morning I go out into my yard "shopping" for my next surprise. Maybe I discover a new pair of birds bringing nesting materials to my birdhouse. Or, maybe I discover that tiny buds are growing on the stems of the roses in my rose garden...or that the chives in my herb garden are sending up their first delicate green pointy tips from between the grains of rich, black soil. 
 Last May marked the second season for my totally-royal-looking Jackmanii clematis, a vine that produces grand, velvety royal purple blooms with a golden crown of stamens in its center. It climbs a trellis at the front corner of my house. One spring morning I discovered, much to my delight, that the clematis had sent up several tender, fuzzy shoots. My heart leaped in eager anticpation, and I visited it every morning for several weeks, as it grew by leaps and bounds! It was my pride and joy! It formed large buds, from which royal purple blooms emerged. Warmer nights produced enthusiasm within that plant to reach up higher and higher onto the trellis. It was thriving and producing more blooms than ever! Morning visits were a continued delight. That is, ...until ONE morning when I rounded the corner and found it ABSOLUTELY CHOMPED DOWN TO HALF THE SIZE THAT IT HAD BEEN YESTERDAY!                                      
WHAAAT?                                                                                    
I blinked my eyes in disbelief.                                                                             GONE were its many lush royal blooms!                                                                                         GONE  was its spectacular height!                                                                     GONE was my delight!                                                                                               Inside I was a jumbled mess of emotions.                                                               This was so, so wrong!                                                                                                     I felt violated!                                                                                                  My temper flared and I felt a deep sense of anger.                                                              How rude and inconsiderate!                                                                                   I wanted to get even.                                                                                            And the deer prints in the ground surrounding it revealed for certain the perpetrators I'd suspected. They'd trespassed and stolen my delight.  Although, as a gardener, I knew about "pinching back" plants, doing so wouldn't even have been in my wildest dreams!  That plant was already stellar! All I could think about at that moment was my bitter disappointment.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
Then, what would this poor plant look like for the summer?                                                               
Suddenly the urgency of the moment came back to me. I couldn't think about that right then because I had to get into my car and go to an appointment. 
Well, more than a week passed until I visited the clematis again. I just couldn't bear to. Depression caused me to give up on having such a grand and wonderful plant during that growing season. I considered that I might even go to the nursery and buy a new clematis to fulfill my dreams.                                                                         BUT...                                                                              Surprises                                                                                                           seem                                                                                                                    to                                                                                                                       drive                                                                                                                                         my                                                                                                                                               life...                                                                                                                           because when I looked at the damage again, I couldn't believe what I saw! ALREADY, the plant had started a full circle of new branches coming out from the end of each chomped off stem!!! Yeah! That plant had "decided" to be FIVE or SIX times BETTER than it had been previously! It's like it was saying, "If something tries to get in the way of what I want to be, I'll not only come back, but I'll come back EVEN STRONGER than what anyone ever thought I could be!"                                                                                                                OMG! WHAT DETERMINATION!                                                       I thought, "WOW!" What a force some people could be if they had the kind of spunk and determination that that plant had! Why let a little thing like that take you down? 
Later that day, still in amazement at the power shown by that plant, I Googled, "What can humans learn from plants?"                                                       POW!                                                                                                                    The information popped up!                                                                                                       A website of a publication called Lifehack had some pretty astounding information. Please allow me to share some of what they said: 
1. Plants will assert their right to thrive in the face of whatever onslaught of things is thrown at them. Life's lesson: Don't let other peoples' attempts to put you off or put you down affect you. Keep getting back up to show them you're going to thrive despite their efforts.     
2. Plants don't let their surrounding circumstances define them: Plants are always on a mission: a mission to thrive and grow as much as they can regardless of where the seed of life has planted them. Lack of sun? They'll climb a tree for sunlight. Lack of water? They'll grow deeper roots to find enough water. The life lesson: We should not let the circumstances in which we find ourselves be a reason for not doing our very best to strive to reach our potential. (After all, didn't Henry Ford say; "If you think you can or can't, you're right."?)
3. They turn their face to the sun. The sun is a life-giving force. They soak it up and turn it into the energy they need for them to become better, healthier plants. They do not spend their time focused on negative things like weeds and preditors around them.    
4. Plants focus on shining. They're not afraid to! They don't suffer from the hang-ups that humans do regarding their growth and their individuality. They have no self-awareness; they do their best, which is an unrestrained absolute! 
5. Plants aren't "takers"; they're the ultimate "givers": Do you know that plants produce TEN TIMES more oxygen than what use at night while they're growing ? Plus...They only use 1%  of the water they absorb, releasing the rest back into the atmosphere as purified water. 
I ended one of my blogs by asking, "Who cAN'T love an ANT?                                                      But all of this has now made me wonder, "Who CAN'T love a PLANT? 
                                                                                                                                              

